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Market overview
The UTM market is set for lift-off in two years’ time, when all the standards, regulations and
business cases for automated BVLOS (BVLOS) commercial drone operations will be finally in
place. Unfortunately, that sentence could have been written in the first Unmanned Airspace
UTM market survey, published in 2018.
However, there are four reasons for supposing January 2023 will be the real lift-off time for the
industry.
First, regulators should have in place by then the main rules to provide compliance clarity for
BVLOS operations supported by UTM systems which can track and identify drones, if only for
security purposes. Some pioneering States have already implemented such systems. In an
historic first in December 2020, UTM company ANRA Technologies launched a remote
identification service called SmartSkies DroneID in partnership with the Swiss Federal Office of
Civil Aviation (FOCA) and Swiss U-Space Implementation (SUSI) to remotely identify drones in
Switzerland.
Second, the roles and responsibilities of UTM stakeholders are now becoming much clearer,
especially in Europe which is the world’s largest UTM geographic market. In September 2020
the European Commission proposed an upgrade of the Single European Sky (SES) regulatory
framework in a staff working document which outlined its strategy for ANSPs being able to
provide both UTM services and UTM technology services, such as the provision of Common
Information Services (CIS).
According to the working paper:
“It is therefore necessary to establish requirements on the pricing, and related oversight, of
the Common Information Services (CIS) that are needed to enable safe air traffic
management of the unmanned traffic (i.e. drones), as well as on the pricing of and access
to data necessary for such services. Those requirements should be similar to those relating to
air traffic data services, namely that air navigation service providers must make data
available at marginal cost. In addition, if an ANSP wishes to become a CIS provider, and in
the interest of transparency and to avoid discrimination and cross-subsidisation, it should
have separate accounts.
“If U-space services are provided under market conditions, then a single point of truth needs
to be established on data to enable the dynamic reconfiguration of airspace intended for
unmanned aircraft. For this, rules on common information services are necessary. This issue
needs to be considered in the context of the ongoing work in the EASA Committee on the Uspace regulation.”
This will also give mobile network operators (MNOs) a stronger-than-originally anticipated
bargaining chip in the USP/connectivity company partnership as the technical and
economic criteria demanded by the FAA and European Commission for establishing this
service is likely to be rigorous and beyond the scope of many UTM service providers,
especially when the added potential benefits of 5G are taken into consideration. Many
MNOs will be able to provide UTM services (at 4G service delivery) at marginal costs because
their main drone-based revenue streams are likely to come from value added 5G services
such as payload data streaming.
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Section two: A growing demand for services
2.1 Overview of high-level forecasts for commercial drone operator services,
by sector, value, geography and platform numbers
The small UAS market, based on a forecast-of-forecast, is predicted to grow at an average of
27.7% compound annual growth rate over the next few years – but this study suggests growth
rates are likely to be much smaller, perhaps slightly over 7% in 2021 over 2020 (see section
5.5).
Professional aerospace market forecast companies are still showing wide variations in the
predications for the civil UAS market over the next few years – the highest is Finbold’s 67%
CAGR and the lowest is Frost & Sullivan’s 4.3% CAGR. However, most of these forecasts do
not take into account the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. While this has accelerated the
demand for medical delivery services it has also slowed the expansion of other sectors, such
as construction monitoring and environmental protection, as has been evidenced in the
October 2020 findings of the AW-Drones analysis of near-term professional drone services in
Europe (Survey on European UAS Operations and Operation Risk Assessment Methods
Conclusions https://rps-info.com/global-uas-ops_interim-survey-results_201113/download/)
which concluded that:
“It is anticipated that the percentage of drone flight operations taking place in the 10
principal current Market Sectors will decrease from 86% to 79%, which indicates that there is
more activity in the other Market Sectors. ‘Aerial Photography, Audio Visual Production,
Advertising’’ has exchanged first position with ‘‘Construction & Real Estate’’. ‘‘Mining &
Exploration’’ has replaced ‘‘Cinema & TV Industry’’ in the tenth position. The activity volume
in the following Market Sectors is anticipated to change as indicated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance
Construction & Real Estate Agriculture, Fishery, Fish Farming, Forestry
Security & Law Enforcement
Research & Science
Public Services & Safety
Flight Training & Instruction
Environmental Protect. & Wildlife Conservation

Stable
-26%
+26%
Stable
+9%
Stable
+12%
-17%”

Recent (2020) high-level drone industry forecast growth rates show no impact of Covid-19 on
the commercial drone market – surely an error.
In March 2020 the US FAA (FAA) released its Aerospace Forecast 2020-2040. The FAA
forecasts that the commercial UAS fleet by 2024 will likely (base scenario) be more than
twice as large as the current number of commercial UAS. As the present base (the
cumulative total) increases, the FAA anticipates the growth rate of the sector will slow down
over time. Nevertheless, the sector will be much larger than what was understood only a few
years ago. Given the accelerated registration over the last year, the FAA now projects the
commercial sUAS sector will have around 828,000 aircraft in 2024, the end of the 5-year
period.
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Section three -A country-by-country and regional guide to
programmes creating the procedures and protocols required for
UTM
In August 2019 the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) Civil Aviation Authority approved
the country’s first drone port site in Mbandaka to enable a series of test flights to demonstrate
how drones can support the vaccine supply chain for hard-to-reach communities. A
partnership between DRC Ministry of Health, Swoop Aero, Gavi the Vaccine Alliance, and
Village Reach carried out test flights between Mbandaka and the Widjifake health centre in
Équateur Province in the north west of the country in July.
In September 2020 Ethiopia became the latest African nation to enact drone legislation, now
allowing for the legal production, importation and operation of unmanned aerial systems in
the country, according to a report by Drones.R.Africa. The Ethiopian Civil Aviation Authority,
in collaboration with Information Network Security Agency (INSA) introduced the country’s
drone bill into legislation, which will, according to reports from Ethiopia, “govern the import,
operation and production of drones.” The director general ECAA, Wossenyeleh Hunegnaw
was quoted in the local media explaining how drone owners in the country should get them
registered. “We will register them and those who qualify will be licensed. The licensed
operators will be given instructions on where they can operate their drones,” Hunegnaw said,
adding that registration starts in September.
The Ethiopian Ministry of Science and Technology previously invested four million Birr
(USD144,990) for a pilot project to start medical deliveries by drone. The domesticallydeveloped drone, carrying cargo weighing five kilograms and flying at 5,000m altitude, was
assembled with components from China and an engine from the USA and can fly up to
120km an hour. According to press reports the drones will deliver medical supplies while
running in autopilot mode from dispatch centres to be located in Addis Ababa, Meqelle,
Hawasa, Jima, Dire Dewa and Bahir Dar, and will operate in an area that covers a 150Km
radius from each dispatch centre, according to the report by Fortune.
In April 2020 Kenya’s parliament approved the Civil Aviation (Unmanned Aircraft Systems)
Regulations, 2019 Act according to a report published by techweez. The Kenya Civil Aviation
Authority (KCAA) drew up revised proposals to the bill earlier this year which were presented
to parliament in February. According to techweez; “Kenyans can now buy and operate

drones without fear or breaking the law.” It lists the following registration and
licensing considerations:
“You are eligible to own a drone if you are a Kenyan citizen of 18 years and above.
Applicants should also have a company registered in Kenya. National or county
governments are also eligible for ownership. Owners are not allowed to transfer the
ownership of drones without approval from the Kenya Civil Aviation Authority (KCAA). Only
the national government is allowed to run drones with military specs. Users can also apply for
a temporary permit lasting up to 30 days, and can only be renewed once.”
KCAA authorisation is required in order to import or export drones.
The techweez report continues: “People or companies intending to use drones for
commercial applications must apply for a Remote Aircraft Operators Certificate (ROC) from
KCAA. According to the regulations, ‘the issuance of an ROC by the Authority is dependent
upon the UAS operator demonstrating an adequate organization, method of control and
supervision of flight operations, training program as well as ground handling and
maintenance arrangements consistent with the nature and extent of the operations
specified and commensurate with the size, structure, and complexity of the organization.’
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4.0 Financing UTM
4.1 Different approaches to financing UTM systems
The December 2019 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) from the FAA setting out
potential charging mechanisms for UTM service suppliers for remote drone ID services has
underlined the principle that tactical UTM service providers will have to rely on “added
extras” rather than “core services” covered by user fees for much of the future revenue
sources.
The FAA assumes each entity operating a UAS would be required to subscribe to a Remote
ID USS at an average rate of USD2.50 per month or US30 per year. If these costs were applied
to the current fleet of drones this would have generated USD241.72 million – or around
USD28.34 million a year. Given that the FAA expects there to be nine UTM service suppliers
(USS) qualified as FAA partners in the first year of operations this suggests subscription costs
will be able to finance only a small portion of the remote ID service being offered by USSs.
The number of new and renewed Remote ID USS subscriptions is approximately USD3.1 million
for part 107 operators and USD5.7 million for recreational flyers. The potential commercial
operator market in the USA is around 116,000 entities (https://www.reuters.com/article/ususa-drones/u-s-agency-requires-drones-to-list-id-number-on-exterior-idUSKCN1Q12O9) who
will provide the main clientele for UTM services. According to December 2019 FAA figures
there are 1,509,617 drones registered in the USA, 420,340 commercial drones registered,
1,085,392 recreational drones registered and 160,748 remote pilots certified. While USS
companies will already have established relationships with this community how will they
define their own unique selling points over their competitors?
As the FAA will not provide payment for the development or operation of Remote ID USS
products or services it anticipates that “the Remote ID USS would recoup the costs of
providing services either through the sale of subscriptions for remote identification services,
online advertising, or “value added” services that can be purchased from the service
provider.” But which added value services and would these be produced by the USS or in
partnerships?
Unless they have already done so, UTM service providers will need to build scalable strategic
partnerships with internet service providers and mobile phone companies in ways that
everyone can make money
The proposed rule would require persons operating UAS with remote identification to transmit
the remote identification message elements to a Remote ID USS over the internet. For most
USS this is not a technical problem. But it becomes a business issue as the FAA appears to
require UTM to be based on increasing numbers of scalable, certified telecommunications
services (“The FAA anticipates that in the future, third parties may develop mobile phone
applications for law enforcement use…the FAA anticipates that some UAS manufacturers will
also be Remote ID USS. In those cases, the Remote ID USS may choose to only connect to
UAS made by the same manufacturer. This model is similar to how mobile telephone
networks sell devices that can only be used on their networks. The FAA requests comment on
whether manufacturers should be permitted to produce UAS that are only compatible with a
particular Remote ID USS).
This insistence by regulatory authorities that UTM services be provided at minimal cost has
also featured in recent European Union legislation. In September 2020 the European
Commission proposed an upgrade of the Single European Sky (SES) regulatory framework
which comes on the heels of the European Green Deal. As part of the proposals, the
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5. Market forecasts for growth in the global UTM market – by value,
geographic demand and sectors
5.2 Business opportunities for UTM service providers
At the heart of the UTM industry lies the UTM service provider industry (see appendix two).
These companies broadly fall into four types:
•

Technology-focused network builders – organisations focused on writing software
networking a wide range of stakeholders into the UTM network, whichever form it
takes;

•

UTM system managers – organisations who want to run drone traffic management
services on behalf of national and local governments, on their own or in partnership
with ANSPs;

•

UTM system builders, managers, operators – organisations such as MNOs who want to
provide the entire UTM infrastructure, using mobile telephone communications, for
example, to develop a complete network, and provide their networks for C2 and
video streaming services alongside UTM.

•

Drone service operators – organisations who want to provide an entire, bespoke
drone operational system (“drone-in-the-box”) and for whom the UTM system is
merely one component in their drone operation eco-system.

Among the first group, technology-focused network builders are companies such as Unifly.
This is a particularly robust business model because it is almost UTM-management-structure
agnostic while the success of the other business service models will depend on how national
regulators structure the UTM service delivery concept.
AirMap is an example of the second group, forging increasing numbers of partnerships with
ANSPs and US states to provide early UTM services. Its flight planning service is integrated in
systems developed by DJI, Intel, senseFly 3DR, and Aeryon Labs. Terra Drone, on the other
hand, is a group-three company, not just developing management services but developing
partnerships with cellular network providers to develop the infrastructure and management.
Amazon would be an example of a group-four company.
The market for these companies is extremely complex – but essentially there are two types of
commercial arrangements between UTM service suppliers and national ANSPs/civil aviation
authorities under consideration: national strategic partnerships when access to airspace for
drone operators is managed under a shared ANSP/USS partnership and more localised UTM
markets – such as urban airspace arrangements where USS companies are working with an
MNO to deliver UTM services.
These are two separate markets requiring different but complementary skills sets.
Under the first strategic arrangements ANSPs use the airspace flight planning tools developed
by USS companies to evolve national programmes to evolve a lower airspace UTM tool
which may or may not be integrated within the national ATM network but will eventually be
used to track general aviation movements in lower airspace. UTM here will evolve into
“unified air traffic management” airspace, using digital tools to manage airspace one metre
above the ground to low earth orbit.
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UTM service providers and commercial contracts with ANSPs, civil aviation and
military authorities
Date

April 2016

UTM service
supplier

Client

Country

Contract details

Exponent

Dubai Civil
Aviation
Administration

Dubai

Public launch of the
Exponent Portal
software which
allows DCAA officials
and other local
authorities to track
the location, speed
and height of
drones.

Unifly

DFS

Germany

UTM deployment
with mobile app in
July 2017

USA

The AirMap UTM
platform is deployed
in Kansas where
drones will be
mobilised for disaster
recovery, searchand-rescue,
agriculture,
construction,
package delivery,
and more.

Temporary UTM set
up in wake of
hurricanes Harvey
and Irma

2017

July

AirMap

Kansas
Department
of
Transportation
(KDOT)

August/September

AirMap

States of
Texas and
Florida

USA

June

Airspace
Drone

DCA

Monaco

August

Airspace
Drone

DGAC

Haiti

August
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7.1 Drone registration
Drone registration, along with geo-fencing and identification/tracking, is one of the key pillars
of the first generation of UTM systems and many/most countries wishing to develop
commercial drone activities now require drones above a certain weight to be registered with
their national aviation safety regulator. EASA in March 2020 set out its requirements for drone
registration in EU countries (https://www.unmannedairspace.info/news-first/easa-publisheseasy-access-rules-for-uas-including-u-space-interactions-and-drone-registration-details/)
The first operational drone registration programme has been set up in Dubai.

Pilot and drone registration was set up in 2016 and flight authorisation began in 2017. A
representative of the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, speaking at the 2018 GUTMA annual
conference, highlighted some of the complexities involved in setting up such a directory.
These include monitoring the trading and transfer of drones between operators, allowing
tourists to fly their own drones (after appropriate security vetting and skills assessments) and
sharing this data with other states as other United Arab Emirates States had yet to develop
their own directories. Dubai has 4,600 registered operators – all of whom had received
training.
GUTMA’s Hrishikesh Ballal has been leading a working group into this and concluded civil
aviation authorities (CAAs) had three options in deciding how to develop such a registry –
maintain their own registry, buy technology from a vendor or delegate the whole job to a
third party. But without global consensus CAAs have different views on – and are at different
stages in – developing directories which will have to be globally compatible.
• The European strategy aims at establishing a single RPAS market to reap the societal
benefits of this innovative technology and at dealing with citizens' concerns through
public debate and protective action wherever needed. It should also set the
conditions for creating a strong and competitive manufacturing and services industry
able to compete in the global market;
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